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BERRIES & SNOWFLAKES: 
FRD007

Diffusershome fraGrance 
coLLecTIon

BEE LOVELY: FRD0006

HARES MY HEART: 
FRD0030

BUMBLE LOVE: 
FRD0010

MOONGAZER:
 FRD0045

CURIOUS HARE: FRD0018

ROSIE ROBIN: 
FRD0063

Our Luxury Reed Diffusers are 
hand poured with bespoke fine 
fragrance into a beautiful 100ml 
round glass bottle.

Presented in a beautifully 
illustrated gift tin including 
a copy of the story by 
the artist and extra-thick 
luxury black fibre reeds 
specially engineered to 
draw the perfume out 
into your home. Refill 
bottles available. Order 3 
matching diffusers for free 
Tester Sprays.

Vegan Friendly. Cruelty Free.  CLP Compliant

Here at Love Country we 
appreciate the beauty of nature 
and how a scent can create a 
sense of comfort. We wanted 
to bring both these passions 
together.

Our range of scented Aroma Wax 
Melts, Reed Diffusers, and Room 
Mists are designed to combine 
both the finest of perfumes whilst 
balancing with our love of the 
beautiful countryside.

Each of our beloved wildlife 
characters have been chosen 
to represent a bespoke tailored 
fragrance. Immerse your senses in 
evening woodland berries under 
the stars or relax with summer 
greenhouse aromas with Rosie 
Robin by your side. There is a 
fragrance and atmosphere for 
every mood. 

Why not explore with Curious 
Hare along the fresh coastline 
with the sea breeze blowing her 
ears around!

We firmly believe in sourcing 
environmentally friendly 
ingredients. All our bespoke 
fragrances were expertly blended 
at one of the finest perfumeries 
in England and some took over a 
year to develop.

They are unique to us and are 
of premium grade throughout. 
We personally hand pour each 
itemising the finest soy mineral 
wax and base oils for a superior 
scent.

A lovely range to create an 
ambience of warmth, style, and 
sophistication.

Diffuser Refills

BEE LOVELY: FDF0006
BERRIES & SNOWFLAKES: FDF0007

BUMBLE LOVE: FDF0010 
CURIOUS HARE: FDF0018

HARES MY HEART: FDF0030
MOONGAZER: FDF0045
ROSIE ROBIN: FDF0063
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Wax Melts

BERRIES & SNOWFLAKES: 
FWM0007

Our luxury scented wax melts are hand-poured 
using the finest oils and are made from natural 
soy wax. All our melts are vegan and cruelty-free.

Supplied in a convenient clamshell packaging 
with 6 highly fragranced cubes to fill your home 
with over 50 hours of luxury fragrance.

BEE LOVELY: FWM0006

HARES MY HEART: FWM0030BUMBLE LOVE: FWM0010

REINDEER KISSES: FWM0062

MOONGAZER: FWM0045CURIOUS HARE: FWM0018 ROSIE ROBIN: FWM0063

CHRISTMAS MAGIC: FWM0017 MR PRICKLES: FWM0046

Room Fragrance
                 Spray

Festive Scents

BERRIES & SNOWFLAKES: 
FRS007

A fresh, uplifting and 
sophisticated fragrance 
reminiscent of a sun-drenched 
day by the sea with invigorating 
coastal sea breeze carrying 
delicate sea salt and driftwood 
with hints of fresh herbs. The 
scent then deepens into a 
warm sun kissed aroma of soft 
amber and bergamot with 
delicate floral hints. An overall 
fresh, warm and comforting 
scent to truly welcome you 
home. One to fall in love with.

Close your eyes and imagine 
a desert island. Turquoise 
waters with the warm sun 
on your face and a tropical 
trade wind carrying fresh 
orange and bergamot mixed 
with exotic juicy coconut 
and green jasmine. Creamy 
almond and vanilla notes finish 
this invigorating, subtle and 
very feminine fragrance that 
is incredibly comforting. A 
fragrance that is all heart.

Warm and fluffy just like a 
Bumblebee. The captivating 
soft radiance of this sweet 
perfume evokes a peaceful 
and calming mood. With 
comforting honey, orange 
blossom, subtle florals and 
exotic tonka bean this is a 
relaxing scent. Welcoming you 
home with a big bumblebee 
hug.

As stars appear the magical 
aromas of wild grasses and 
woodland berries fill the 
evening air. A heavenly blend 
with notes of cedarwood, 
tonka and bergamot that 
release as the fragrance 
deepens. An inviting autumnal 
fragrance with mystery and 
a sprinkle of moondust. 
Stargazing with the hares.

A light and sparkling fragrance of wild berries with a delicate blend 
of orange and warm gentle spices. A very feminine fragrance that 
evokes the magic of winter in a sophisticated and uplifting scent 
that you will want to enjoy all year round. Gives your home a hug.

A very clean and fresh 
coastal fragrance blending 
hints of floral and fresh sage 
in the long grasses by the 
coastline. 

A very jolly and lively fragrance of hot 
mulled pear and cranberries with a fresh 
dash of lime. This warm and fruity scent 
flourishes with a sensuous base of musk, 
amber and subtle hints of vanilla. Cosy 
up and watch for the reindeer.

A beautifully classic Christmas fragrance 
with deep rich tones of spicy cloves and 
cinnamon. Notes of sparkling festive 
orange is perfectly balanced to make 
this the ultimate welcome home for 
Christmas scent. Snuggle up by the fire.

A feel good and uplifting winter 
fragrance with a zesty fusion of citrus, 
orange and lemon while the heart of 
jasmine and fresh woods is embraced by 
the warmth of delicate Christmas spices. 
As light and tender as a reindeer kiss.

A happy and uplifting blend of 
citrus and green vines straight 
from the greenhouse. A perfect 
summer day surrounded by 
gentle florals and fresh herbs 
floating on the warm breeze. 
Fall asleep in this magical 
secret garden surrounded by 
roses and sweet peas.

BEE LOVELY: FRS0006

HARES MY HEART: FRS0030

BUMBLE LOVE: FRS0010

MOONGAZER: FRS0045

CURIOUS HARE: FRS0018

ROSIE ROBIN: FRS0063


